ROBOCOPYRIGHT
AND ITS BODY GUARD
Article 13 and 11 are new copyright laws that have recently been passed by the EU and all
the internet users are not happy especially European memers are not happy.
Article 11 makes things big on copyright like YouTube un clickable.
The article 13 law makes it so websites/companies like YouTube that are big on copyright
are responsible for taking down copyrighted content, also making so anything remotely
copyrighted is instantly taken down.
Article 13 is basically forcing anything in Europe that is connected to the internet have a
filter blocking out copyrighted content so that means no gameplay, no movie trailers, no
music mixing also putting DJs out of a job because they won’t be able to use any songs.
Article 13 is technically not possible and illegal invading our private info on our computers
and phones for copyrighted content even if it’s under fair use.

ANONYMOUS SAID
“I believe that article 13 isn’t a completely bad thing, however I don’t think it was
necessary. The internet was as fine as it was, and it only benefits large companies.
Copyright wasn’t really a big issue and creativity is being supressed. I don’t think it was
necessary and it was a waste of time and money.”
Callum Hammond said
“I THINK ARTICLE 13 IS A TERRIBLE IDEA BECAUSE I LOVE MEMES”
As soon as the internet heard about article 13, they started calling it the MEME
DESTROYER and weren’t happy instantly making sure everybody knew how bad it was but
when it was time to vote sadly all the MPs said yes so now its going to be due in two years
BUT DON’T WORRY THERE IS STILL A CHANCE! All the internet memers, song producers,
gamers and many alike have instantly revolted and big internet voices like PEWDIEPIE,
Dan Bull, Jacksepticeye, GRANDAYY and many others have teamed up to stop this, for
example dan bull, Jacksepticeye and grandayy made the song ROBOCOPYRIGHT To show
the community the true light of article 13 and 11
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